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TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 
 
 

For the school year 2020-21 ISF has received transportation offers from two companies. One has 

transported pupils to ISF for many years. The second one is offering their services to ISF families for 

the first time but also has longtime experience with pupil transportation. Both have provided us with 

details of their pupil transportation license and we have verified them.  

 

Due to the outbreak of Covid-19, restrictions have been made all over the world to decrease the 

spread of infections. This also had an impact on the services offered by the transportation companies 

at the end of the school year 2019-20. For the new school year we all hope that it will be possible to 

return to our well-tried procedures. On this assumption ISF has received an offer for the school year 

2020-21 from one company (Reisedienst Menexes) so far. The contract can be found on our New 

Parents Login. Kindly note that prices are subject to change depending on the restrictions made by 

the government due to Corona.  The second company (Kleinbus Reich) will share an individual offer 

with interested parents upon request. Their flyer can also be found on our New Parents Login. 

 

Both companies provide a door-to-door service and offer prices related to distance. Please note that 

the two companies do not provide services in all areas but focus on certain areas defined in their 

information sheets.  

 

Please note that if you choose not to use one of the two companies we have listed there is no 

guarantee that any alternative company will have the appropriate license required to transport school 

pupils. We would recommend strongly that before you entrust your child`s safety to any other 

transport company other than the two we have listed, you should verify carefully that this alternative 

company has an official pupil transport license.  

 

Parents should note that the contractual agreement is between parents and the selected company 

and that ISF will play no part in this contractual agreement. Therefore the company is responsible for 

the carrying out of the services detailed in the contract. ISF will play no part in this. However, 

members of staff from ISF will oversee the smooth running of the various bus services on a day-to-

day basis particularly at the entry and exit to the school. 

 

Please contact the companies directly if you have any questions or if you wish to sign up for their 

services. 

Contact  Reisedienst Menexes  Kleinbus Reich  

Tel:  06172 138342  06171 8943747          

Mobile:  0176 20908218  0172 6717602  

Email:  antonios_menexes@yahoo.de info@kleinbus-reich.de 
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